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Duration
1 Day

Delivery Methods
VILT,  Private Group

This one-day session will prepare you for the IIBA®-Agile Analysis
Certification exam and help you make the most of your post-class study
time. This course was designed, created, and is taught by IIBA®-AAC
certified professionals to help candidates focus on the critical areas to
study and to provide insights into the exam. Participants will learn
invaluable tips and tricks needed to pass the IIBA®-AAC exam. This course
follows IIBA®- AAC exam blueprint based on the Agile Extension to the
BABOK® Guide v.2.0. It also includes the use of Watermark’s acclaimed
online exam simulator, which provides detailed answer explanations for
both correct and incorrect answers.

Private classes on this topic are available. We can address your
organization’s issues, time constraints, and save you money, too. Contact us

to find out how.

This course has been approved for 6 PDUs.

Who hould Attend

This course is intended for business analysts or those performing business analysis tasks in an agile environment who wish to prepare for the

IIBA®-AAC exam.

Coure Ojective

Describe the overall agile values, principles, and mindset.

Articulate the role of the business analyst in an agile context using a three-horizon framework.

Learn how to apply various techniques to the three horizons.

Identify the core concepts and techniques described in the Agile Extension to the BABOK® Guide v.2.0.

Anticipate the general types of questions that appear on the exam and learn how to answer them.

Agenda

IIA®-AAC XAM INFORMATION AND TIP
Eligibility and the application

Exam information

Studying for the Exam

Testing Strategies

Agile Extension Overview

IIBA®-AAC Prep Resources

TH AGIL MINDT
Agile Principles

The Business Analysis Core Concept Model™ (BAACM™)

The Three Planning Horizons

TH TRATGY HORIZON
The Strategy Horizon elements

How agile principles apply at this horizon

Strategy Horizon techniques

TH INITIATIV HORIZON
The Initiative Horizon elementsv

How agile principles apply at this horizon

Initiative Horizon techniques

TH DLIVRY HORIZON
The Strategy Horizon elements

How agile principles apply at this horizon

Delivery Horizon techniques
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